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Essential English Skills – Grade 5 (Practice 3)

• transitive verbs
• intransitive verbs

1.  must take an object.

 A  An action verb

 B  A transitive verb

 C  An intransitive verb

A. Check the correct answers.

B. Circle the verb in each sentence.  Then write whether it is 
transitive (T) or intransitive (I).

2.  verbs can be both 
transitive and intransitive.

 A  Most

 B
 Some

 C
 No

1. Ashley made a pencil holder with wire and beads.

2. The chicken sandwich is as thick as a dictionary!

3. The two friends first met at a summer camp last year.

4. Don’t forget the potato salad in the fridge.

5. Louis and his family had great fun on their trip.

6. We cannot use the gym without the teacher’s permission. 

7. The fans cheered wildly during the basketball game.

8. My uncle and aunt arrived in the middle of the night.

9. Ava wrote a story about a snowy summer.
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Essential English Skills – Grade 5 (Practice 3)

Tom and Alan  in the candy shop now.  Among all the treats 

on the shelves, the one that  their attention is a giant bag of 

marble candies.  The two boys  their pockets for the coins 

they have: they do not  enough to pay.  A little disappointed, 

Tom says, “That’s okay.  Let’s  .”  As they  out, the 

shopkeeper  , “Do you really  that bag of candies?  

I can actually  it to you for less.”  Surprised and delighted, Tom 

and Alan  their money together, and  the bag of 

candies happily from the shopkeeper.  They  their treats on the 

way home.

C. Fill in the blanks with the correct verbs.  Then circle the objects of the 
transitive verbs.

head      received      want      catches      
have      asks      fish      are      sell

put      enjoy      get      go

Great!  We just  our allowance.  Let’s  

go to the candy shop.
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Essential English Skills – Grade 5 (Practice 3 – Answers)

• transitive verbs
• intransitive verbs

1.  must take an object.

 A  An action verb

 B  A transitive verb

 C  An intransitive verb

A. Check the correct answers.

B. Circle the verb in each sentence.  Then write whether it is 
transitive (T) or intransitive (I).

2.  verbs can be both 
transitive and intransitive.

 A  Most

 B
 Some

 C
 No

1. Ashley made a pencil holder with wire and beads.

2. The chicken sandwich is as thick as a dictionary!

3. The two friends first met at a summer camp last year.

4. Don’t forget the potato salad in the fridge.

5. Louis and his family had great fun on their trip.

6. We cannot use the gym without the teacher’s permission. 

7. The fans cheered wildly during the basketball game.

8. My uncle and aunt arrived in the middle of the night.

9. Ava wrote a story about a snowy summer.
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Essential English Skills – Grade 5 (Practice 3 – Answers)

Tom and Alan  in the candy shop now.  Among all the treats 

on the shelves, the one that  their attention is a giant bag of 

marble candies.  The two boys  their pockets for the coins 

they have: they do not  enough to pay.  A little disappointed, 

Tom says, “That’s okay.  Let’s  .”  As they  out, the 

shopkeeper  , “Do you really  that bag of candies?  

I can actually  it to you for less.”  Surprised and delighted, Tom 

and Alan  their money together, and  the bag of 

candies happily from the shopkeeper.  They  their treats on the 

way home.

C. Fill in the blanks with the correct verbs.  Then circle the objects of the 
transitive verbs.

head      received      want      catches      
have      asks      fish      are      sell

put      enjoy      get      go

Great!  We just  our allowance.  Let’s  

go to the candy shop.
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